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Stereogenicity & Chirotopicity



Stereogenic centre / atom

The term may be defined as follows:

i. An atom of such nature and bearing of atom(s) and/group(s) of such nature that it can have two 
non equivalent configurations.

ii. An atom bearing several atom(s) and or group(s) of such nature that mutual exchange of two 
atom and or group will generate a new stereoisomer. 



Stereogenicity

So in previous slide we discussed about stereogenic centre and

molecules possessing stereogenic centre with the phenomena is called

stereogenicity. This phenomena involving interchanging groups giving

stereoisomers, is called stereogenicity.



Chirotopic centre/ atom



Chirotopic and achirotopic centre:
That chirality is an all-inclusive property, when considering a chiral molecule, every point in the molecule is chiral in

nature. In a chiral molecule, every point in the molecule is chiral.

Molecular models built from atoms properly represent symmetry elements of molecules but provide incomplete

information of local or site symmetry ,i.e., symmetry point group of every atom or set of atoms within the molecule

The site symmetry of atoms in molecules falls into two classes, chiral and achiral. It should be remembered that main

classification of chirality and achirality is a function of geometric shape. An atom within a molecular framework is said to

be chirotopic if its site symmetry is chiral, i.e., the atom resides in a chiral environment. The molecule(s) bearing

chirotopic centre need not be as a whole chiral. An atom within a molecular framework is said to be achirotopic if its site

symmetry is achiral, i.e., a point or atom located on a plane of symmetry or a centre of symmetry or at the point where

an alternating axis of symmetry interacts in reflection plane is achirotopic. So in a chiral molecule, every point is chiral or

that belongs to achiral environment and that point is called a chirotopic point.





Examples







Pseudoasymmetric centre




